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For over four decades Linda Jackson has created an
extensive and influential body of work that has helped
re-define Australian textile and fashion design. Her
practice is influenced by a wide-ranging interest
in Australian and international sources and her
extensive travels have fuelled her awareness of, and
respect for, Indigenous cultures and non-Western
clothing traditions. Well-known for her designs
inspired by the Australian outback and bush, Linda
equally has been drawn to the coast and rainforests
of Australia and the Pacific. For many years she lived
in Far North Queensland in the coastal settlement
of Cooya Beach, situated on the edge of the World
Heritage sites of the Great Barrier Reef and the
Daintree Forest.

Linda Jackson: Tropical Design focuses on the artist’s
long connection with the environment and cultures
across the tropical zone, specifically Australia, the
Pacific and Eastern and Southern Africa, and how her
fascination with these regions has inspired her work.
Geographically the tropics are the region surrounding
the equator which is bounded by the latitudes of the
Tropics of Capricorn to the south and Cancer to the
north. Northern Australia, and a large area of the
Pacific, Asia, Africa and Central and South America
fall within this zone. The region is characterised by
a warm to hot and humid climate, often with a wet
and dry season, which supports the growth of lush
vegetation and a wide variety of flora and fauna.

Linda’s work has regularly drawn inspiration from
the natural colours and textures found in the tropical
environment. Vivid greens, blues, reds, oranges,
yellows and pinks dance across Linda’s textile
designs in a riot of colour and pattern that express
the abundance of the rainforest and the reef.

The ocean, coast and bush have long been a part
of Linda’s psyche. Growing up in the Melbourne
seaside suburb of Beaumaris during the 1950s and
60s, Linda spent her days by the sea and exploring
the coastal bush land. Having studied fashion at
Emily McPherson College (now RMIT University) and
photography at Prahran Technical College, Jackson
set off in 1970 on an open-ended trip through Asia
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(which included Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia,
Singapore and the Philippines) and on to Turkey and
Paris with her friends Fran Moore and Peter Tully.
Their first stop, Papua New Guinea, where the trio
lived for a number of months, left a lasting impression.
This was Linda’s introduction to the tropics and to
Indigenous cultures beyond Australia. Here she
designed and created loose garments for the local
European population that were to become a staple in
her fashion lexicon.

cultural surroundings. Their annual Flamingo Follies
parades, which were an exuberant mix of fashion,
art and music, were much anticipated events and
their vibrant and creative collections drew local and
international acclaim. In 1977 Linda and Jenny won
the Innovators category at the Fashion Industry of
Australia’s Lyre Bird Awards for their creation of a
distinctive Australian fashion image.
Integral to Linda’s fashion and textile practice is the
creation of hand-printed and hand-painted fabrics. In
1982 Linda established her Bush Couture label and
her distinctive fabrics were produced by hand in her
Sydney studio. Fabrics such as Opal Ocean Cloud
(1985) and Black Rainbow Flowers (1986) were
created using silk screens and paper stencils, with
only ten metres of each colourway being produced.
Linda’s experimental techniques included the use
of metallic and fluorescent pigments, stencil cutouts, leaves and string to produce repeat or one-off
designs.

Soon after her return to Australia in 1972 Linda
established her fashion label, Linda Jackson. It
was this first range of vintage and playful, beachinspired garments made from 1950s Hawaiian prints
that caught the eye of Jenny Kee who was about
to open her boutique, Flamingo Park, in the Stand
Arcade, Sydney in 1973. Over the next eight years
the two became an innovative force in Australian
fashion design. They forged a distinctive fashion style
which was inspired by the local environment and
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printed textiles that responded to the theme-based
suites, which included Rainforest, Reef and the
Australian opal. Her Hibiscus design became the
signature print for the resort and a number of the
fabrics were also available for purchase in the hotel’s
retail outlet. This commission was followed in 1990
with an invitation to design the furnishings for a resort
on the Fijian island of Toberua. Linda spent a number
of weeks living on the island while she produced her
concepts. The six-colour strikeoff (a trial sample) of
the fabric in the exhibition incorporates hibiscus and
frangipani flowers set within square frames which
reference the strong graphic design elements of
traditional Fijian tapa cloth.

In order to preserve the integrity of the fabric design,
Linda adopted the loose and simply cut traditional
garment forms of the poncho, mumu, tunic and
sarong, which privilege the surface pattern, while also
providing a practical and cool way of clothing oneself
in a hot climate. In addition, through the layering
and wrapping of basic clothing forms and textile
lengths, Linda’s fashion designs allow for infinite
configurations and individual interpretations.
While the natural surroundings of Australia have
played a key role in Linda’s design practice, her
interest in non-Western cultures and their artistic
practices lead her to create a series of Africaninspired ponchos in the early 1980s. African textiles
had long held a fascination for Linda and in 1988
she travelled to Kenya where she lived among the
nomadic Maasai people. Stimulated by the colours
and patterns of Africa, Linda’s African ponchos, while
retaining her strong design aesthetic, sit in contrast to
her tropical Australian and Pacific-inspired designs.

In 1992 Linda closed her Bush Couture studio
in Sydney and went to live in various remote
communities in northern Australia, including Oenpelli
in the Kakadu region and later in Broome. During
this time Linda concentrated on her painting and
conducted textile workshops with Indigenous
communities. In the mid-1990s Linda also continued
to immerse herself in the cultures of the Pacific and
travelled to the Cook Islands to attend the Pacific
Arts Festival and spent time in Tahiti. The printed

In 1987 Linda was commissioned to create the
textile furnishings for the exclusive Club Tropical
resort being developed at Port Douglas. A fifty-room
boutique hotel, Linda produced a range of hand-
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sarongs in the exhibition date from these visits and
were collected by Linda, as were the selection of
African textiles from the 1980s, for their local design
sensibility.

READING LIST

In 2000 Linda returned to Port Douglas when she was
invited to work on a couple of resort commissions.
Club Tropical was undergoing a refurbishment and
engaged Linda to create a suite of new furnishing
designs. Textiles such as Tropical Hibiscus, Palm
Leaf, Heliconia and Barrier Reef reference Linda’s
original 1987 design concepts for the resort while
introducing new motifs, colour juxtapositions and
variations in scale. This two-year project also
required Linda to produce artworks for the hotel
rooms and public areas. At the same time Linda was
commissioned to create furnishings and artworks for
the Port Sea Hotel in Port Douglas. These extensive
projects resulted in Linda deciding to move to Far
North Queensland and she settled at Cooya Beach
near Mossman, where she worked on arts projects
with local communities until 2011. With its distinctive
environment, the tropics have left an indelible mark
on Linda’s design practice. Referring to the source of
her tropical designs and their colours, Linda states,
“You just have to look at the tropics, it’s all there.”
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